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Larato asked ICT suppliers to rate how aligned their portfolio was with the needs 
of prospects. Alarmingly 36% said they were only ‘somewhat’ aligned, and looking 
at future prospects this fell to 20% ‘somewhat’ and 10% ‘only a little’ aligned. 

The market is changing faster than the portfolio, a gap set to grow as more tech 
companies become quicker at getting products to market. ICT suppliers need 
to realign their portfolio, clearly identifying the problem they solve and making 
that their sales destination. And that demands a change in how sales sell.

This #HelpMe guide underlines the importance of 
suppliers realigning their portfolio and their sales process 
with the needs and expectations of their prospects.

About #HelpMe
Larato surveyed business leaders from all areas of the ICT 
buy and supply landscape about the challenges they face 
to thrive in today’s markets. The results prompted Larato 
to develop a series of structured #HelpMe guides based 
on resolving all the challenges and issues highlighted by 
its research. Larato then invited some of today’s most 
talented industry commentators to drill into the research 
results and provide insightful perspectives that put a 
spotlight on the pressing need to activate transformative 
sales and marketing strategies.

Introduction by Dr. Lucy Green

Technology 
is now galloping at such a 

pace that it is changing faster 
than we are... so suppliers need 
to rapidly evolve their product 
set to reflect their customers’ 

latest wants and needs  

David Dungay,  
Deputy Editor of Comms Business Magazine
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Dr. Lucy Green is a respected ICT business 
development specialist with a proven record for 
developing the potential of technology companies.    

Ian Hunter is Editor at Comms Business 
Magazine and runs the Comms Business 
Convergence Summit Expo Speaker Program.  

Jocelyn Lomer is the owner and MD of 
Cereno a service provision specialist for video, 
audio, web and collaboration solutions.

Chris Wood has worked within the IT sector 
for over 20 years and is now CIO at Sift, one of 
the UK’s leading digital media companies.   

Sue Tabbitt is a prolific business and technology 
writer for publications and web sites including The 
Telegraph, The Guardian and The VAR Magazine.  

Bryan Betts is a freelance journalist who has 
written for a wide range of publications, including 
The Register and Computer Weekly.

Adrian Bridgwater writes regularly for 
Computer Weekly and Cloud Pro, specializing in 
cross platform software application development.

Anna Britnor Guest has a successful IT sales 
record while her practice, Leading Edge Coaching, 
develops clients’ go-to-market and sales capabilities.

Bart Delgado is a business mentor and MD 
of Akixi Ltd that delivers Call Management and 
Call Centre reporting services through the cloud.

David Dungay is Deputy Editor of Comms Business 
Magazine and has a particular interest in emerging 
technologies across mobile and M2M markets.

Stuart Gilroy has produced a number 
of technology publications and is currently 
Editor of Comms Dealer Magazine.

Contributors to the #HelpMe series
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Is the market changing faster than us?

by David Dungay

Technology is now galloping at such a pace that it is 
changing faster than we are with major technology shifts 
more frequent than ever – about every five years. For 
example operators are still realising their 4G investment but 
the industry is already talking about 5G being just four years 
away. What’s more, customer expectations have evolved to 
the point where they expect new technology to be instantly 
available and are prepared to change their fundamental 
working practices to embrace it. This presents a huge challenge 
for suppliers as they need to rapidly evolve their product 
set to reflect their customers’ latest wants and needs. 
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Is the market changing faster than us?

by David Dungay

To keep pace suppliers must understand what is currently motivating their customers to buy. Two 
and a half years ago the major motivation for technology investment was to save money. A year 
ago the main reason was to improve operational efficiency. Today it is to free resources so they 
can focus on their core business. 
What motivates customers to 
buy will continue to change, so 
suppliers need to be fully aware of 
how relevant their product portfolio 
is both now and next year. Once 
they have established this they can 
start aligning their portfolio with 
their customers’ future needs.
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Is the market changing faster than us?

by David Dungay

Customers are far more 
technologically aware than 
ever but so long as suppliers 
listen to them and keep a 
close eye on the market 
as a whole, they will never 
need to look elsewhere to 
purchase. So pay attention 
to what your customers want 
and organise yourselves 
to sell by customer pull 
rather than sales push.

Customer expectations 
have evolved to the point where 

they expect new technology to be 
instantly available and are prepared to 

change their fundamental working practices 
to embrace it
David Dungay,  

Deputy Editor of Comms Business Magazine  
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Equipping sales for change

by Ian Hunter

Today the ‘mother lode’ for mining new business is to  
have customers come to you. To expose this rich vein of 
new business will most likely require a sea change in 
the way that you ‘prospect’ for that business and 
an understanding that most potential customers 
will have already done their own online and 
peer group research and have clear ideas 
about what they think they want to buy.
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Equipping sales for change

by Ian Hunter

From marketing through to point 
of sale, firms need to understand 
this new dynamic. Marketing needs 
to generate warm conversations 
for your sales people to progress, 
and that means you need to have 
a joined up marketing strategy. 
This will include elements such as 
customers willing to endorse you, 
a helpful web site and an active 
social media campaign, Twitter and 
LinkedIn for example, all designed 
to drive users to ‘enquire further’.

Marketing 
needs to generate warm 

conversations for your sales 
people to progress, and that 

means you need to have a joined 
up marketing strategy 

Ian Hunter,  
Editor at Comms Business Magazine 
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Equipping sales for change

by Ian Hunter

Yes, it’s a far cry from hitting the local Yellow Pages and letting your fingers do the walking 
but let’s face it, cold calling leaves most people cold. In an ideal world you want warm people 
ringing you up for more information, a demonstration, a chance for you to get to know the 
company’s business processes, their pain points and their plans for the future so that you can 
add some value and sell your solutions.

It’s then all about context – knowing what the buyer 
wants, knowing what information to provide at 
what stage of the sales cycle, and equipping sales 
people to fruitfully move forward the dialogue 
begun by marketing. And fundamental to this is 
the understanding that sales and 
marketing need to be aligned … 
two sides of the same coin.
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Incentivising sales in the new market

by Bart Delgado

My accountant was offered a well-known piece of software on subscription, but found it inferior 
to the off-the-shelf version. When they questioned this, the supplier admitted it was because they 
preferred people to buy off-the-shelf.  I think that company is heading for trouble, and here’s why.

The world has shifted from a capex model of large and infrequent capital purchases to an opex 
model of smaller, ongoing subscriptions. So why aren’t suppliers keeping step? Probably because 
their sales teams are not set up for subscriptions and their sales people are resistant to change. 
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Incentivising sales in the new market
by Bart Delgado

Capex sales are based on a low basic 
salary with a high commission—meaning 
a good sales person can sell to a half-
dozen customers and bring home a big 
chunk of cash every month. Their ‘sell and 
scarper’ means they might not talk to that 
customer again for years. Opex sales are 
very different. They require a regular light 
touch to keep customers subscribing. 
And rather than a hefty one-off 
commission they bring in a lower recurring 
revenue. And therein lies the rub.  

The world has shifted 
from a capex model of large 

and infrequent capital purchases 
to an opex model of smaller, 

ongoing subscriptions. So why 
aren’t suppliers keeping step?

Bart Delgado,  
Managing Director of Akixi Ltd
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Incentivising sales in the new market

by Bart Delgado

Although long term earning potential soars under cumulative and compound subscriptions, in the 
short term sales see their monthly income plummet while they build up a new customer base.  
This is simply unpalatable for some and often sees suppliers try to stick to old-school sales or fudge 
a hybrid in which any capex sale cannibalises opex and vice versa. 

Managing this transition is tough and requires courage, strong 
leadership and deep pockets. But in my view anyone who fails to fully 
embrace the new market is heading for big 
trouble—sooner rather than later. 
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Estimate the cost of the problem
Problem Number Cost/ value
During the next year, how many contract renewals 
and sales opportunities can be satisfied with no 
change in your portfolio? What is their value?  Is 
that an upward or downward trend previous years?

How much are capex sales cannibalising 
opex sales and vice versa?

How many sales leads did your marketing 
activities produce last year?

TIP 
For revenue growth, 
your prospects’ and 

customers’ views are the 
only ones that matter. Be 

sure you understand 
them well.
Dr. Lucy Green, 

Business Development 
Specialist

#HelpMe Action Plan
I want to change how sales sell

by Dr. Lucy Green 
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Outline solution
A new customer costs seven times as much to win compared with retaining an existing 
one. If you allow your sales, marketing and products to fall out of step with your customers’ 
needs, you are building a cost base unnecessarily. To avoid this trap, ask your customers 
three things; what their view is on your current portfolio and future roadmap, what 
information they need to help them decide which technology solutions are right for them 
and finally what type of sales experience they want from you. Armed with this information, 
you can transform your value proposition to keep and grow your customer base. 

Resources needed 
  Focus interviews backed by a comprehensive product and roadmap survey   Customer listening programme or workshop

  Development programmes to 
deliver the products, marketing 
engagement and sales experience 
required by your buyers

Tasks and actions 

  Ask your customers for their 

opinions about your current 

portfolio and your roadmap 

  Find out what information 

your customers need to help 

make technology purchasing 

decisions and where they 

currently find that information

  Define the sales experience 

your customers require to 

continue to buy from you
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Results and outcomes achieved
NOTES PAGE
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I want to make more time for my 
sales people to sell #HelpMe

A salesperson’s role is to sell, so valuing their 
time, addressing their issues and supporting 
their efforts is an investment worth making.

I want to understand how buyers buy #HelpMe

The way buyers buy has fundamentally changed 
so it’s important to understand and assess the 
pitfalls this presents to sales professionals.  

I want to beat the competition #HelpMe

Understanding the competition is crucial to business 
success, but identifying the real competition 
is more complex than most imagine. 

I want to change how sales sell #HelpMe

As a fast moving industry operating in a steadily evolving sales 
environment technology businesses need to adapt to survive.

I want to know how to innovate #HelpMe

Innovation is an industry buzzword we all want to be associated 
with, but what is innovation and how can we apply it practically?

I want to develop my business #HelpMe

How can you ensure your business ideas are on the right 
track and then make the most of them in the marketplace?

I want to recruit the right people #HelpMe

The organisation is evolving as the influx of Generations X, Y, Z 
brings change, challenges and opportunities to businesses.

Titles in this series:
I want to increase the number of my sales 
people meeting quota #HelpMe

By ignoring the unwinnable, aligning with the 
customer, and focusing on actually selling – the 
sales team can set itself up for success.  

I want to increase my sales wins rates #HelpMe

With subtle but significant shifts in what 
customers expect of sales, it’s time to look again 
at sales processes or risk losing business.

I want to educate buyers about my 
specific solutions #HelpMe

Today information is everywhere so it’s crucial 
to make sure customers receive the right facts 
about your offering, and in the right way.

I want to understand what is and isn’t working 
across my sales and marketing #HelpMe

A simple way to improve prospecting is to align 
sales and marketing into a cohesive strategy 
focused on outcomes not outputs.

I want to help sales people bid on 
deals they can win #HelpMe

Although it’s hard to ignore an  
opportunity, the reality is that some  
business is just not worth bidding  
for so it’s best to let it go.
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What does Larato do?
Larato are business development experts. We understand how buyers buy and suppliers compete, helping sales sell 
more. Our team of independent experts are helping businesses win business everyday by bringing marketing and 
communications together with strategy and business development.

For more details about the data behind these articles or to find out how we can help you, please contact Larato. 

@DrLucyGreen

www.larato.co.uk

+44 (0)330 124 2010

Lucy.Green@larato.co.uk

Sales 
is not about 

selling anymore 
but building trust 

and educating
Siva Devaki,  

CEO Mansa Systems
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